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1 Overview of Q-code schemes:
principles
1.1 General principles: key-ideas of qualitative
shape encoding
When we look at a complex image, we do not see every de-
tail of the shape in order to recognize the image, but we see
and identify the characteristic features and particular config-
urations and register them in our memory [30]. The Q-code
scheme looks at a shape and encodes only shape characteris-
tics. The following general principles of shape encoding
illustrate the key ideas for understanding the construction of
qualitative shape encoding schemes.
The first principle of a Q-code scheme is the encoding of
shape characteristics on particular nodes where qualitative
changes occur. The system looks at the nodes on the shape
contour and captures particular distinctive geometric charac-
teristics around the nodes. On each singular node, a range or
landmark value for a particular design quality or shape attrib-
ute is abstracted into a single symbol, a Q-code, in such a way
that any value in the range is considered to be the equivalent
qualitative value of the particular attribute. Consequently,
we get finite numbers of Q-codes for a shape as a symbolic
representation for that shape. Each Q-code is constructed in
such a way that particular shape characteristics are abstracted
into a combination of symbols in order to encapsulate a geo-
metric phenomenon in terms of attribute class and value
range. The shape characteristic captured on singular nodes
greatly simplifies the shape information in representation
whilst containing essential ingredients for discriminating the
idiosyncrasies of a particular shape from the geometric range.
The second principle of a Q-code scheme is that a shape is
encoded to give an ordered sequence that provides a descrip-
tive structure for the shape contour. Qualitative description of
a shape forms a Q-code list as an ordered sequence of symbols
in which the head and tail symbols are connected to form
a circuit. This symbol order corresponds to the sequence of
singular nodes scanning for the geometric characteristics
from the shape contour, and this symbol circuit can be used to
tell us various shape information: how complicated each
shape is, what geometric patterns repeat themselves and how
they repeat, and how similar two shapes are to each other.
The third principle of a Q-code scheme is discretisation.
This means that the encoding of a continuous shape contour
yields a set of discrete symbols. It is discrete in the sense that
the symbolic value for particular shape qualities captures only
one status of the qualitative degree from the value set of finite
numbers, and each symbol is discrete from each other. It also
means that only particular points, or in other words only
singular nodes, on a contour line are liable to be encoded into
Q-codes. The discrete property of the qualitative symbolic
shape encoding method is one of the reasons why the Q-code
scheme is effective in symbolic computation such as pattern
matching. The discretisation principle also makes it possible
to meet the various task requirements of shape representation
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efficiently. Discrete symbols can take in different levels of
abstraction by way of changing granularity for a symbol in
order to respond in various encoding details.
The fourth principle of a Q-code scheme is that all the
properties of a qualitative value set of this representation
scheme comply with qualitative formalism. Qualitative for-
malism indicates a strict conversion process from a range of
continuous numeric values into a range consisting of discrete
qualitative sign values set by landmarks and intervals. This
qualitative formalism will be explained later in this paper.
One of the important principles of a Q-code scheme is the
consistency maintenance of the relativity principle applied
in measuring the geometric attributes. Qualitative shape rep-
resentation works well both for absolute and relative measure-
ments, yet the relative measurement of geometric attributes
is only possible with a qualitative scheme, whilst absolute
measurement is an encoding method that can be accom-
plished equally by both quantitative and qualitative methods.
The Q-code scheme looks at the geometric characteristics
occurring between, or on, the singular nodes of a shape con-
tour and converts them into discrete symbols. The encoding
system detects the singular nodes and transforms the numeric
values for particular shape attributes into discrete Q-codes
that are formed in combination with a character and sign
values.
1.2 Qualitative values and their properties
The study of qualitative physics and qualitative reasoning
suggests a rigorous formalism for setting qualitative sign val-
ues for a specific quality in mechanical modeling ([4], [29],
[31]). The essence of qualitative formalism lies in the setting
of landmark values for the continuous range of particular
numeric values and abstracting the intervals with range values
in terms of signs (, 0, +). Landmarks stand for critical points
where qualitative changes occur. This qualitative formalism
thus takes a specific technique on the method for setting land-
marks to the numeric range.
Properties of qualitative values
Those qualitative values that are constructed from qualita-
tive formalism correspond to numeric values whilst showing
different aspects from the quantitative values. Some of the
properties of qualitative values are as follows [31]:
• Coverage of a quantitative value range: The qualitative value
should cover all the quantitative value range for interesting
phenomena.
• Finite number of values: The number of qualitative values
should be finite.
• Quantitative-qualitative interpretation: It should be possi-
ble to interpret quantitative results with qualitative values
(where such quantitative results exist).
• Exclusiveness of a qualitative value: Qualitative values
should not overlap with other qualitative values in terms of
the corresponding quantity space.
• Granularity of a qualitative value: When quantitative values
represent similar attributes of objects, then the qualitative
values should be similar to a certain degree.
• Order of a qualitative value: Qualitative values should be
ordered.
In addition to the properties mentioned above, there are
the following additional properties:
• Polarity: Instead of having an absolute scale of measure-
ment as in quantity space, qualitative values are distin-
guished by the relative scale of two extreme values of
polarity and
• Discrete sign values: Polarizing values in two contrasting
qualities is symbolically denoted using sign values. The
degree of discretisation can further be distinguished by
more detailed granularity, which is indicated by multiple
sign values.
Qualitative value setting and Q-code primitives
The Q-code scheme developed here represents shape
contours using four sets of Q-codes that capture most basic
shape attributes. The four basic shape attributes are vertex
angles, relative lengths, curvature, and convexity of edges,
and their numeric values are converted to Q-codes based
upon relativity to landmarks.
Q-codes are assigned to a set of particular nodes on
a shape contour. The qualitative value for a vertex angle
is assigned on a vertex node whilst length and curvature
changes measured from a comparison of adjacent edges are
assigned to singular nodes where qualitative change occurs.
Figure 1 illustrates the nodes where qualitative values are
assigned.
Defining a set of discrete Q-codes for shape attributes
traces the following process:
Step 1: From the given continuous numeric value range of
a particular shape attribute, landmarks are set to the signifi-
cant value points. The landmark value set “L” is defined by
a number of landmarks as:
 L   l l l1 0 1, , .
For example, for the given numeric value ”n” whose range is
0 1 n or [0 1], three landmark points can be assigned to
L 1 ={0, 0.5, 1}.
Step 2: Finite numbers of ranges are assigned to the intervals
and points that are discrete to each other. Interval and point
value set “I” is defined by a number of ranges as:
 	 
   	 
   	 I       l l l l l l l l l l1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1, , , , , , , , ,
where “[ ]” means the range inclusive of the limits and “( )”
means the range exclusive of the limits. For example, the
interval set “I1” for the above landmark set “L1” is
 	 
   	 
   	 I 0, 0 0, 0.5 0.5, 0.5 0.5,1 1,11  , , , , .
Step 3: Qualitative values are set for the intervals and land-
marks. The qualitative value set “Q” is those symbols assigned
to the interval value sets as:
 Q q q q q q    2 1 0 1 2, , , , .
The qualitative value set “Q1” for the interval set “I1” is
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Fig. 1: Nodes for qualitative value assignments
 Q1 1 2 3 4 5     , , , , .
The above process explicitly shows the principle of polarity
and granularity of a qualitative value. Sign values are generally
used in qualitative schemes because of their efficiency in han-
dling polarity and granularity. When a significant value point
is selected as a landmark for a given range of numeric values,
it results in two intervals and a point, such that a landmark
point separates two groups of ranges: smaller and bigger
value ranges to the landmark. These two contrasting ranges
necessarily construct a qualitative distinction across the land-
mark value. In other words, a landmark results in two
symbolic polar values around the point and this relation is
best represented with sign values, {, 0, +}, each of which
can be literally interpreted as having a weaker, medium, or
stronger property for a particular design quality. The simple
and basic polarization can further be specified into detailed
intervals. More landmarks to the value range mean higher
granularity, and their corresponding sign values can be, for
example, such as { , 0, +, 0, +, +0, ++} where {0, 0,
+0} refer to the landmark points whilst { ,  +, + , ++}
refer to the intervals. These landmarks and intervals can
be literally interpreted as very weak, medium weak,
slightly weak, medium, slightly strong, medium strong and
very strong with regard to a particular design quality.
Qualitative value setting formalism can be applied
for most the design values provided with a corresponding
quantitative value range. Many design simulation tasks han-
dle a group of design properties and attributes in terms of
variables and values. Design properties and attributes can
basically be grouped into three categories: those regarding
function, behavior, or structure [10]. Design properties in the
structure domain are represented with variables the values of
which are measurable straightforwardly in a quantitative way.
Those design properties in the structure domain contain vari-
ables such as considering an object in terms of its shape and
material:
• Shape: size, geometry, spatial position and relation.
• Material: color, texture, and weight.
Amongst the various structural domains of design, the
Q-code scheme takes shape attributes for 2-D shape contours.
A continuous array of nodes and edges forms a 2-D shape.
There are two kinds of nodes: singular and regular nodes
[15]. Two singular nodes define an edge and in between there
are continuous traces of regular nodes. Defining a shape
contour with a set of finite nodes and edges has the following
benefits:
• Discrete description: A finite set of discrete elements separates
finite segments from a continuous shape contour line.
• Segmentation of shape characteristics: It is possible to conceive
shape contours with segments and to compare the value
for particular shape characteristics or properties to that
of the neighboring segments.
• Value assignment on nodes: Either rectilinear or curvilinear
edge segments are defined with nodes. It is thus sufficient
that values describing shape characteristics can be collected
from the nodes. Shapes are described with all the values
assigned to nodes.
• Quantitative-qualitative correspondence: Node-based shape re-
presentation is applicable either to numeric or qualitative
chemes, and a set of ranges for numeric values can be
assigned to nodes, which can then be converted to qualita-
tive symbolic codes.
Amongst the various shape attributes, four are considered
the most basic because they are concerned with the definition
of lines, and a shape is defined as a continuous and connected
set of lines. These four shape attributes are:
• Vertex angle between two edges: Shape attribute measuring
an inner angle at a vertex.
• Length of edge: Shape attribute measuring the traces be-
tween two nodes.
• Curvature of edge: Shape attribute about how an edge is
curved.
• Convexity of edge: Shape attribute about the convex and con-
cave property of an edge.
Four Q-code sets have been developed for the qualitative
representation of these attributes: These are A-, L-, K- and
C-codes for vertex angle, relative lengths of edges, curvature
of an edge, and convexity of an edge, respectively.
The relative measure of magnitude
One of the advantages of the qualitative shape representa-
tion scheme is that it provides a comparative and relative way
of measuring for the magnitude of various kinds of geometric
values. Magnitudes of geometric attributes considered in this
Q-code scheme are: angle, length, curvature and convexity.
Q-codes capture those magnitudes in a relative manner so
that qualitative distinctions can be made amongst the shapes.
Q-codes are assigned to every vertex by comparing how much
smaller or bigger is the magnitude change that occurs on the
vertex. One Q-code contains two parts: a character symbolizes
the shape attribute that the Q-code is encoding and a combi-
nation of sign values, as below.
  Q Char  sign value
The A-code set
The basic Q-code is the A-code, which covers the angle
attribute so that any critical change of angular magnitude is
captured with this Q-code. The major angular change occurs
on a node (vertex) where two curvilinear or rectilinear edges
meet. The angular landmark is initially set to the angle p,
which distinguishes a convex angle from a concave angle. The
scanning order for each node on a shape contour is set to be
counter-clockwise and the magnitude of the vertex inner
angle is measured in a clockwise direction between two edges.
The vertex angle for curvilinear edges is measured to, or
from, the tangential line on that vertex. Figure 2 shows how
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Fig. 2: Illustration of angle measurements at nodes
vertex inner angles are measured for either rectilinear or
curvilinear edges.
The numeric value range “N” for the magnitude of
a node angle is 0 2 N . Within this finite numeric
value range, landmarks are set for the points of particular
geometric importance. The following are the sets of land-
marks for vertex angles from the simplest granularity.
• Mid-point in the value range: The value point “” along with
two limits of “0” or “2” forms the important landmark
that divides the numeric value range into two: acute angles
(smaller than ) and obtuse angles (bigger than ). The land-
mark set “L” is then L = {0, }.
• Quarter-points in the value range: Right angles are particu-
larly important to designers. Thus multiples of right an-
gles in the value range make important landmarks. This
set of landmarks divides the range into four sub-ranges
along with four point values. The landmark set “L” is now
L = {0, /2, , 3/2}.
The landmark set determines the interval set from the
numeric value range into a finite number of intervals and
points. Interval sets for each landmark set are as follows (see
Figure 3):
• The first interval set  	 
   	 
  I IA A1 1 0 0 0 2: , , , , ,      .
• The second interval set IA2 with a higher granularity:
 	 
   	 
   	

   	 
 
I A2 0 0 0 2 2 2 2
3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 2
 , , , , , , , , , ,
, , , , , .
      
     
The A-code set is assigned to each interval element as
follows:
• The first A-code (Ax-code) set QA1:
 Q A A A AA nil1 0  , , , .
• The second A-code (Axx-code) set QA2:
 Q A A A A A A A AA nil2 0 0 0          , , , , , , , .
The A-code is constructed with the character “A”
denoting angle and sign values {, 0, +}. The sign value “nil”
is assigned to the landmark point [0, 0] even though there is
usually no practical angle measurement for zero magnitude
on a vertex. A Q-code value denoting a range is set by the
relativity principle such that a geometric value is compared to
that of landmarks and consequently signs are assigned to the
nodes. This indicates the relative magnitude of the angle to
the landmarks. The A-codes in the set of  A A A, ,0 + are
literally interpreted as angles having a smaller, equal or
bigger magnitude than the landmark point “”.
Consequently, the A-code tells us about the relative angle
at landmarks. This relative angular measurement is different
from the absolute numeric measurement of angles. It is only
concerned with the relative difference of magnitude com-
pared to the critical value point. The Ax-code tells us if it is
a convex or concave angle so that one single Q-code can rep-
resent all the possible numeric values, for example, for the
convex angle, as the Axx-code does for the acute or obtuse
angles. This abstract representation is the advantage of
this qualitative scheme because a single Q-code can indi-
cate numerous possible individuals with common shape
characteristics.
The L-code set
A Q-code that captures the geometric characteristics of
edge length is labeled an L-code. This L-code takes the
value for a relative length rather than an absolute length.
Relative length means that the lengths of two adjacent
edges are compared with each other resulting in the mea-
surement for the change in the length magnitude on
a vertex. A comparison of the lengths of two adjacent
edges considers two different and one sharing nodes from
two neighboring edges as shown in Figure 4. Comparison
of length magnitudes results in a relative measurement,
which, is indicated by signs of {, 0, +}.
Landmarks are set to the points so that a qualitative dis-
tinction between two adjacent edges is possible. There can be
no fixed numeric points for L-code landmarks. What matters
is whether an edge is shorter or longer compared to that of
the previous one. As geometric characteristics are scanned
node by node in counter-clockwise direction, the magnitude
of the previous edge becomes the landmark point for the next
one. Thus landmarks and intervals are set each time when
a new edge is compared. The following are two sets of land-
marks for the relative length attribute:
• Identical point landmarks: A landmark is set to the numeric
point indicating a magnitude identical to the previous edge
length. This landmark provides the ratio in order to distin-
guish the relative difference under the labels of smaller and
bigger. Thus the L-code measures the difference in lengths
between the previous edge and the current edge. If there is
a variable “d” measured as:
d = Current edge length – Previous edge length;
d = {Positive, Zero, Negative}
then the identical point landmark L1 is set to the nu-
meric point where d = 0.
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Fig. 3: Interval sets for 1st and 2nd level A-codes
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Fig. 4: Illustration of length comparisons of two adjacent edges
• Half and double point landmarks: When the qualitative dis-
tinction of smaller or bigger does not provide sufficient de-
tail, the L-code can be extended to higher granularity so as
to distinguish, for example, much smaller and slightly
smaller from the label smaller. Figure 5 shows the land-
marks and sign values for the L-code.
Interval sets are determined by the first and second
landmark sets as follows:
• First interval set I1: 
   	 
  I1 0 0 0 0  , , , , , ;
• Second interval set I2:

   	 
   	 
   	 
  I2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1      , , , , , , , , , , , , , .
L-codes are assigned to those interval elements.
• L-code set QL1:  Q L L LL1 0  , , , each of which may
be interpreted with the labels {Smaller, Equivalent, Big-
ger} in terms of length.
• L-code set QL2:
 Q L L L L L L LL2 0 0 0          , , , , , , .
Figure 6 shows an illustration of A- and L-code encod-
ing of an architectural shape.
The K-code set
Curvilinear edges differ from rectilinear edges in two
ways: changes of curvature and convexity. Curvature
and convexity determine the geometric characteristics of
a curvilinear edge in terms of the direction and configura-
tion of the curves. Specific Q-codes are thus designed to
describe the qualitative difference in the change of curva-
ture and convexity for a finite number of curve segments.
A curve segment is an edge bounded by two singular
nodes, and the curvature k, at a node in the curve, is mea-
sured as an inverse of radius r of the curve as 1/r [15]. The
curvature of any node on a straight-line edge is “0”.
A critical change of curve segments occurs on singular
nodes. Figure 7 (a) is an example of a regular node whilst (b),
(c) and (d) are examples of singular nodes: (a) Regular point;
(b) Inflection point; (c) 1st cusp; (d) 2nd cusp [15]. The first
type of singular node is an inflection point on which the point
on the curve continues in the old direction whilst the image
reverses its direction. The second type of singular node is the
1st cusp on which the point on the curve reverses its direction
whilst the image continues in the old direction. The last type
of singular node is the 2nd cusps on which the point on
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Fig. 5: Illustration of intervals and signs for L-codes
Fig. 6 Illustration of Q-code encoding
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 7: Illustration of regular and singular nodes on curves
the curve and the tangential image both reverse their direc-
tion [15]. Since major changes of curve property occur on
these singular nodes, Q-codes are assigned on these nodes to
represent the curve characteristics in terms of curvature and
convexity. Curvature is concerned with the magnitude of
a particular curve property whilst convexity concerns the
direction of the curve property.
The relative change of curvature between two curves is
represented with K-codes, which capture neither the change
of convexity nor the change of direction of a contour line, but
only the change of curvature. Every regular node, with no
change in the direction and the image of a tangential line, has
a k0 code, which means the curve segment has no curvature
change. However, regular nodes are not the subjects of
Q-code encoding. Singular nodes with directional change,
but no change in tangential image regardless of reflection,
are also encoded with k0. Only those singular nodes with dis-
crete change in their curvature will be coded with other
K-codes with “” and “+” signs. Figure 8 shows examples of
k0 nodes that show no curvature change regardless of either
the change in direction or reflection of the image.
As L-codes compare the edge property to a landmark with
no fixed numeric value, K-codes are also defined in a similar
manner. The qualitative difference of the curvature property
is determined by taking the magnitude of this property from
the previous edge and comparing it to that of the current
edge. Thus the landmarks are not set to particular absolute
numeric values. They are, however, set as a relative magnitude
to the previous edge segment.
Landmarks are set to points with significant changes in
curvature.
• Primary landmark: The primary K-code landmark is set to
a point with any change of curvature for two adjacent
edges. The degree of curvature change at a node, dk, for
the curvature k is determined as follows:

 dk at current node at previous node k k .
Any node with significant curvature change will have
a positive or negative dk value. A point with dk equals “0”,
thus marking a landmark point. The landmark set L for the
first level is L = {0} in terms of dk value.
The interval sets for each landmark set are as follows:
• Interval set: 
   	 
  I   , , , , ,0 0 0 0 . A range with
a negative or positive value.
• Denotes an increase or decrease of curvature at a node.
K-codes are assigned to each element in the interval set.
K-code set:  Q k k kk  , ,0 + .
Figure 9 illustrates the scope of K+ and K codes. The dot-
ted lines indicate two equal tangential images to the previous
edge forming the boundary limits of curvature for K-codes.
The C-code set
Basic shape descriptions are possible with the three types
of Q-codes: A-, L- and K-codes. When we deal with curves,
however, there is another aspect to consider which cannot be
handled with curvature alone. Apart from curvature, the con-
vexity of a curve tells us about the direction in which the curve
bends. This is captured by a set of C-codes.
Convexity handles the direction that describes how the
curves bend along a contour line. A convex curve contains no
straight line that traces the outside of the shape when drawn
from the inside of the shape, as shown in Figure 10 (b). Oppo-
site is the concave curve that contains a straight line that
traces the outside of the shape when drawn from the inside of
the shape, as shown in Figure 10 (c). The convexity of a curve
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Change of direction
Change of direction
Change of tangential
K0
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Fig. 8: Illustration of nodes with k0 codes
K
 K

Direction
Tangential line
Bounding limits of curvature (for K )0
Fig. 9: Illustrations of K-codes
can also be geometrically determined by the tangential line
change. If the slope of a tangential line does not change when
we trace the shape contour in a counter-clockwise direction,
then the convexity of the line is ”0”, meaning a straight line,
as in Figure 10 (a). When the slope increases during the trace,
in other words if the tangential line moves in a counter-clock-
wise direction, the convexity of the line is positive (convex), as
in Figure 10 (b). On the contrary, if the slope decreases along
the trace, or if the tangential line moves in a clockwise direc-
tion along the trace, the convexity of the line is negative (con-
cave), which means the line is concave, as in Figure 10 (c).
Observing this, the primary convexity landmark is set
to the point with zero convexity. For a slope change of the
tangential line, St, as tracing shape contour in a counter-
-clockwise direction, a landmark is set to the point with St
“0”, which distinguishes a convex curve from a concave curve.
All curves are classified into three types according to Sk:
a convex curve with positive Sk, a straight line with “0” Sk, and
a concave curve with negative Sk. Consequently, we have
a landmark set L = {0} in terms of Sk, and an interval set is
I={(	, 0), [0, 0], (0, 	)}. There is a transition from convexity
measures to C-codes. Since convexity is a measure for an edge
and a Q-code is assigned to a node, we need a set of rules for
converting the convexity measures of two adjacent curves
to C-codes. Figure 11 shows some of the cases for C-code
determination based upon a convexity measure. Conversion
of convexity-change to C-code is also shown in the Cayley
diagram in Table 1.
Table 1: From convexity measures of two adjacent curves to
C-codes
curve 1/curve 2 – 0 +
– C0 C+ C+
0 C

C0 C+
+ C

C

C0
Consequently, we have C-codes,  Q c c cc  , ,0 + , as-
signed to the nodes between two curves. These primary
C-codes are only concerned with a critical change of convex-
ity, such as those between two different signs, so that any
trivial change in the convexity measure under the equivalent
sign produces a c0 code, as shown in Figure 11 and Table 1.
A comparison of four Q-code sets
We examined four types of Q-codes that capture four
different shape attributes. When shape is represented with
Q-codes, each code captures shape characteristics such as
vertex angle, relative length, curvature change and convexity
change, and assigns the information to nodes.
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(a) A curve with convexity “0”
Inside
Tangential line
Direction
(b) A curve with positive convexity
Inside
A line drawn from the inside
(c) A curve with negative convexity
Fig. 10: Geometric determination of a curve convexity
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Fig. 11: Illustration of the C-code assignment
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Fig. 12: Exceptional combinations of K- and C-codes at the node
of Anil code
Primary Q-code sets are  A A A Anil 0 +, , , , ,  L L L , ,0 ,
 k k k , ,0 and  c c c , ,0 . Consequently, it is possible
to combine these Q-codes on a node with few exceptions.
Exceptional combinations of C- and K-codes occur at the
node of Anil code, as shown in Figure 12.
There are possibly five types of K- and C-code combina-
tions in Anil code. c

and c+ codes can only correspond to k+
and k

codes, whilst c0 code can take all three K-codes. As
for other A-codes, any L-, K- and C-codes can correspond
to them, as shown in Figure 13. Consequently, a node
could take one of 96 different combinations of primary
A-, L-, K- and C-codes. These 96 different types become
the qualitative granules from which the primary Q-code
scheme distinguishes shape characteristics from the infi-
nite quantitative variations.
1.3 Changing granularity of Q-codes for
multiple-level descriptions
Primary Q-codes describe the most basic qualitative dis-
tinctions for shape attributes. Therefore, primary sets of
Q-codes should to abstract shape characteristics most effi-
ciently. They should also be able to expand their granularity
when more detailed qualitative distinctions are required.
As shown in the Q-code definitions in this section, the
granularity for each set of Q-codes varies according to the in-
tervals assigned to their corresponding numeric value ranges
bounded by a pair of landmark points. Finer granularity pro-
duces more detailed Q-codes representing smaller ranges of
instances. Thus granularity and class abstraction are inversely
proportional to each other. We need finer granularity for the
following occasions:
• Clearer distinction for similar groups of geometric
patterns.
• Identification of individual differences rather than abstract
categorizations.
• Acquiring more syntactic patterns under a particular geo-
metric attribute.
The changing granularity for Q-codes becomes a matter
of changing landmarks and intervals. We use bisection as the
generic method. With the bisection method, we can create
additional landmarks in the middle of each interval. Q-code
bisection is illustrated in Figure 14. Q-code bisection contains
the following four steps: landmark determination, the inter-
val bisection, sign value determination and Q-code creation:
• Landmark determination: A single point of the interval is
taken as a new landmark point, which is mostly set to the
mid-point of the interval. It is sometimes the half point or
the double point of a particular measure. A pair of new
intervals is set to left and right ranges along the landmark
point.
• Interval bisection: The original interval is divided into two
sub-ranges by a new landmark point.
• Sign value determination: New sign values are assigned to
new intervals and landmark points, whilst the sign value
for the existing landmark remains unchanged. New
landmark points add “0” to the signs of existing inter-
vals whilst intervals of smaller and bigger values to the
landmark, that are on the left- and right-hand sides of
the landmark, add additional “” and “+” to the sign
value of the previous interval.
• Q-code creation: Consequently, a new set of Q-codes is cre-
ated with the combination of a character symbol and new
sign values.
Multiple-level description of shape characteristics gives
the Q-code scheme advantages over other shape representa-
tion methods, such as chain coding [8], and qualitative vector
algebra ([32], [18]). A shape contour produces several differ-
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Fig. 13: K- and C-code combinations for the A-code nodes
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Fig. 14: Granularity change by Q-code bisection
ent qualitative geometric descriptions according to various
Q-code granularities, providing the most efficient qualitative
characteristics of the shape yet maintaining the class repre-
sentation of common individuals. Multiple-level description
is necessary for handling special cases of shape representa-
tion, as follows:
• Synchronous description for several discrete geometric at-
tributes with varying abstractions.
• Multi-level resolutions for shape patterns.
• Multi-class interpretations on a group of similar shapes.
Multiple-description of shape characteristics using vary-
ing granularity of Q-codes makes it possible to classify, for in-
stance, a group of four rectilinear shapes into a quadrilateral
class or into subsequent class labels, such as square, rectangle,
parallelogram, trapezoid and diamond according to how
we set the A-code granularity. Repeating edge patterns, such
as saw-teeth, can also be abstracted into a class or a set
of sub-classes by varying the granularity of A-, L-, K- and
C-codes. Varying granularity for Q-codes provides the dy-
namic shape encoding capability that produces the optimum
level of shape representations best suited for the expected
qualitative abstraction.
2 Encoding formalism
2.1 Shape, shape elements and corresponding
Q-code chunking
Shape as an aggregation of closed and connected lines
There is a hierarchical conceptual structure on which the
Q-code scheme is based. It is assumed that a shape contains
geometric characteristics that can be encoded with a symbolic
representation scheme, and the shape is defined by its con-
tour lines. On the contour line, there are a finite number of
singular nodes on which Q-codes are assigned. Thus a shape
is considered as a single complete unit that contains finite
numbers of shape characteristics. The Q-code shape encod-
ing scheme, therefore, has a conceptual structure in such
a way that lower conceptual units aggregate together to form
a higher unit and this aggregation continues to its higher
conceptual units. Obviously the lowest unit for the Q-code
scheme is the Q-code that takes shape information on a node.
These Q-codes are ”chunked” together to form a higher
conceptual unit that implies geometric patterns on a shape
contour. These patterns are contained in their higher unit as
a shape. A group of connected shapes, similarly, can be noted
by a unit that is conceptually higher than a shape.
As a complete conceptual unit, a shape becomes the target
and basis for Q-code encoding and analysis. A shape nor-
mally refers to any finite arrangement of lines (straight,
curved, open or closed) with pictorial characteristics ([27],
[28]). However, we specifically define a shape as an aggrega-
tion of closed and connected lines ([11], [12], [24]) so that
a shape refers to the 2-D plane contour lines which form
the boundary of a shape. The terms shape and form are
used, normally, in distinguishing 2-D contour images and
3-D solids. Shape is the most abstract geometric description
of an object image. The shape of an object, therefore, indi-
cates the essential pictorial information that excludes all the
other material attributes, such as texture, line weight and
color from the object description. Consequently, we use the
term shape to refer to the 2-D contour of an object that
is closed and connected with lines that are geometrically
defined excluding all the material attributes.
Complete shape and geometric patterns are represented
by Q-codes. The Q-code description of a geometric pattern
should be a subset of the Q-code encoding of the shape, and
the difference between these two is the connection. The first
and the last Q-codes of a shape encoding are conceptually
connected to each other to form a circuit, whilst a geometric
pattern has a Q-code encoding that does not form a circuit.
Since a shape is described as a circuit of Q-codes, we consider
different orders of the Q-code sequences for an identical
shape to be equivalent. Q-code encoding of a design de-
scription are analyzed according to chunks of encoding with
different levels of shape patterns. The concept can best be
understood with an analogy to natural language.
Linguistic analogy of shape elements
There are conceptual units according to how Q-codes are
chunked. These units are hierarchical to each other and they
show several discrete levels in terms of shape description.
These units handle a shape configuration through Q-code
chunking starting from a specific shape attribute and qualita-
tive symbolic values at a node, to a set of geometric patterns
on a shape contour, to a shape that is complete and discrete,
and finally to the shape aggregation. The Q-code scheme
suggests a set of terminology for these conceptual units. This
terminology corresponds to familiar terms used in linguistics.
The matching of each term in linguistics and the Q-code
scheme is shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Matching terms in linguistics and in the Q-code scheme
Chunking Terms
in linguistics
Terms
in Q-code scheme
Primary symbol Alphabet Q-code
First chunking Word Q-word
Second chunking Phrase Q-phrase
Third chunking Sentence Q-sentence
Fourth chunking Paragraph Q-paragraph
This linguistic analogy of Q-code chunking suggests that
there are specific structures and definitions for different
groupings of Q-codes. The variety of Q-code chunking also
suggests that there could be different levels of shape analysis
tasks according to different levels of cognitive processes for
shapes.
2.2 Definitions of basic concepts in encoding
formalism
The following is the definition for four important Q-code
chunking units and their meaning in shape description. We
start with the definition of the Q-code, followed by the Q-sen-
tence, and then the Q-word.
The Q-code ()
         i iA, L, K, C , , ,0
The Q-code “” forms the base symbol in the encod-
ing formalism. Four categories of Q-codes – A-, L-, K- and
C-codes – are constructed for those geometric attributes “”
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of angle, length, curvature and convexity by combining a sin-
gle character {A, L, K, C} with sign values {+, 0, –}. Q-codes
are determined as relative size values by comparing numeric
values from the landmarks. Table 3 shows how qualitative
values are assigned to each shape attribute.
The Q-sentence ()
     1 2 m, , , where m = lenght ()
The Q-sentence refers to a discrete shape as a set of closed
and connected lines. It is a finite sequence of Q-codes in the
form of a circuit and it includes Q-words and Q-phrases as its
syntactic subsets. The Q-sentence is represented as a loop of
Q-codes such that only the order of the sequence matters. In
this way, it distinguishes itself from the Q-word and the
Q-phrase.
The Q-word ()
 	
 	
    
  
    
    
i i j
i j k
or
, , ,
, , ,
i j m
k j i i m
1 1
1 2
The Q-word is a sequence of Q-codes and it is a subset of
the Q-sentence. Q-words do not have a structure as a circuit
and they refer to the subset patterns of a shape contour with
a particular design meaning. The Q-word can be as big as the
length of a Q-sentence and the shortest length of a Q-word
is “1”.
1  length (Q-word)  m
Table 4 shows four important Q-code units and their
natural language analogy.
3 Representations of shapes
3.1 Representation of a singular shape
The Q-code scheme aims to encode shapes based only
upon shape information that excludes other pictorial infor-
mation such as materials and spatial relations. The basic unit
that completes a circuit is the shape that is indicated by a re-
gion bounded by a finite set of nodes and edges. A shape is
understood as a Q-sentence in the Q-code scheme and a sin-
gular shape is a complete shape that is independent from
other shapes around it.
The Q-code encoding of a singular shape follows a series
of straightforward steps. A shape, that is a Q-sentence, is
a superset that contains dependent sets of Q-words and
Q-phrases, which are also defined as a series of Q-codes.
Consequently, a shape encoding is the primary process
that is followed by detection processes for Q-words and
Q-phrases. A Q-sentence is a circuit of Q-codes and each
Q-code corresponds to each node of a shape. Each node is
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A-code L-code/K-code/C-code
Numeric value range 0    2 	  1, k, c  	
Landmark set {0, } {	, 0, 	}
Interval set {[0, 0], (0, ), [, ], (, 0)} {(	, 0), [0, 0], (0,+	)}
Q-code set {Anil, A, A0, A+} {L, L0, L+}, {K, K0, K+}, {C, C0, C+}
Table 3: Qualitative value assignments to shape attributes
A

A

1
2
3
4
5 6
7
8 9
10
11
12
1314
15
16
A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Fig. 15: Singular shape representations with a sequence of
A-code assignments
Levels of geometricpattern
description
Reference to the shape
Q-code The simplest symbol which refers to an atomic component of a shape
attribute.
Q-word A Q-code sequence which refers to a shape pattern with distinctive
significance – a shape feature or shape knowledge.
Q-phrase A sequence of Q-codes in which one or more Q-words show a distinctive
pattern of structural arrangements.
Q-sentence An aggregation of Q-codes, Q-words and Q-phrases so that it refers to
a closed and complete contour of a shape.
Q-paragraph A group of Q-sentences where necessary spatial relationship are described
with specific connectives.
Table 4: Various levels of geometric patterns analogous to natural language
distinguished by a node label, and a Q-code is assigned to
the node according to specific shape characteristics. When
every singular node is labeled and encoded, it completes
the circuit and then we have a representation of a Q-sen-
tence for a shape. Thus, we follow a sequence of node la-
beling, to Q-code assignment, to a complete circuit for
a singular shape representation. Figure 15 illustrates this
sequence of shape representation.
As shown in Figure 15, every node on a shape contour
is scanned in a counter-clockwise direction. As for the A-code,
the inner vertex angle for a node is measured in clockwise di-
rection from the preceding edge and is compared to the land-
marks. Other shape attributes follow similar steps of compari-
son on a node. As a result, we have a circuit of Q-code symbols
as a representation of a Q-sentence that contains Q-words
and Q-phrases, such as “(A+ A A+)” and the alternated al-
location of Q-words expressed with shaded patterns and
brackets.
Q-sentence: (A

A+ A A+ A A A+ A A A+ A A+ A A A+ A )
Q-phrase: (A

)<(A+ A A+)>/<(A A A+ A A )(A A A+ A )>
Q-word: (A+ A A+)
3.2 Representation of an aggregation of shapes
Shapes are grouped together to form a shape aggrega-
tion. The most basic shape aggregation occurs when two sim-
ple singular shapes overlap each other. When two shapes
overlap, their geometric configuration takes certain spatial
relationships. A spatial relationship, however, takes a different
type of information such that it is mainly concerned about
how spatial entities are positioned rather than their individ-
ual visual characteristics. In a similar way, lyrics and melody
are combined in a song; descriptions of shape characteristics
and spatial relationships take different roles in the composi-
tion of a visual design. Studies on spatial relationships ([5],
[9], [14]) take simple symbols for shapes (the entities posi-
tioned by spatial relationships) where symbols refer only to
the existence of the entity, abstracting a variety of information
about individual shape characteristics. The Q-code scheme,
however, goes in the opposite direction in describing the
visual information, focusing on encapsulating shape charac-
teristics rather than spatial dispositions, thus it describes
an aggregation of shapes based only upon Q-codes, exclud-
ing other dimensions of visual information such as spatial
relationships.
The Q-code scheme represents an aggregation of shapes
in terms of multiple regions sharing common nodes. Each re-
gion is a complete circuit of Q-codes and is equivalent to a sin-
gular shape with respect to the property that the encoding
corresponds to the Q-sentence notion as a circuit. A region,
however, also has a sequence of nodes that could have multi-
ple scanning directions. In this way, regions with common
nodes with the same labels can be combined to produce a new
region. An aggregation of multiple shapes is represented with
these regions.
Simple aggregation of shapes
Binary spatial relations occur when two shapes overlap.
The overlap of two shapes produces two or more regions.
Figure 16 shows possible binary spatial relationships for the
overlap of two squares.
The arrangements in Figure 16 can be grouped into two
categories: The connected shape category includes “vertex
touch”, “adjacent” and “overlap” types, whilst the discon-
nected shape category includes “exclusive” and “enclosed”
types. The difference between two categories of shape aggre-
gation is that the connected category contains common nodes
for subsequent regions whilst a disconnected category has
none of these. These common nodes take multiple scanning
directions and take different Q-codes for the encoding of
particular regions. Figure 17 shows the regions as a result
of the overlap type aggregation of two squares.
The aggregation of multiple shapes forms a Q-para-
graph with the regions as Q-sentences. The representation of
a shape aggregation should be able to contain all these subse-
quent regions in the form of Q-sentences.
Shape aggregations in the disconnected category can only
be represented with individual Q-sentences. There can be no
common nodes between each region so that there cannot be
nodes of multiple directions in “exclusive” and “enclosed”
types.
3.3 Nodes with multiple directions in a shape
aggregation
Multi-region nodes
One of the critical differences for the encoding of a shape
aggregation (Q-paragraph) is the scanning of nodes. Singu-
lar shapes contain only one type of nodes that have one
scanning direction. A single shape corresponds to a single
circuit of Q-codes. Regions in a shape aggregation in the
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Exclusive Vertex touch Adjacent Overlap Enclosed
Fig. 16: Possible spatial arrangements of a pair of squares
Fig. 17: Possible regions as a result of the overlap of two squares
connected category contain nodes that have more than one
direction of scanning, which are multi-region nodes. Multi-re-
gion nodes are, thus, involved in more than one region, as
shown in Figure 18.
Each node has been referred to by a Q-code such that
a single Q-code has implicitly represented a single node in
a circuit and a node has appeared only once in the representa-
tion. In the case of regions in shape aggregation, a node with
the same label occurs several times, as shown in Figures 19 (a),
(b) and (c), which illustrate the nodes that are involved in one,
two and three regions. This node with the same label takes dif-
ferent Q-codes for the different regions.
The labeling of nodes
Labels are assigned to nodes in order to identify explic-
itly all the subsequent regions from a shape aggregation.
Each node is labeled with numbers one by one, circuit by
circuit. A complete circuit of a path constructs the encod-
ing of a region. Thus each region is identified with a series
of labels, or a path of labels, that follows the counter-clock-
wise scanning direction with a single Q-code assigned to
a single label. A bigger region that includes two small
regions has a path of labels that combine two paths of
labels for the smaller regions. The coding of a region is
considered invariant with respect to the initial node of
labeling. Figure 19 shows the labeling of nodes for regions
in shape aggregation.
Each region is represented with a circuit of labels and each
node is assigned with a Q-code as in Table 5.
3.4 Aggregation of multiple regions
When two or more regions are connected with a pair of
connection nodes, new regions are formed as new Q-sen-
tences. As for an aggregation of two regions, X and Y, “X  Y”
forms a new circuit composed of non-shared nodes of X and
Y connected with a pair of connection nodes. The order of
node labels is maintained in respect of A and B in the process.
The connection of two regions occurs at a pair of connec-
tion nodes. Two regions are connected into a bigger region by
canceling a group of shared node labels and by connecting
the chains of the group of non-shared nodes at connection
nodes. Region aggregation sometimes produces invalid re-
gions as a result. One of the conditions for a valid circuit is
that there should be no repetitious node labels in the chain.
The nodes of multiple scanning directions are located at con-
nection points. The valid aggregation of regions contains no
repetition of the same nodes of multiple scanning directions.
The algorithm
When two regions, X and Y, are provided, the aggregation,
X  Y, takes labels from two regions in a particular sequence.
The elements and the algorithm for the aggregation of re-
gions are shown below:
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X X: (1 2 3 4 5 6)
Y
Z
Y: (3 7 5 4)
Z: (3 8 9 10 5 7)
Fig. 19: Labeling of nodes for multiple shapes
Regions Path of labels Q-sentences
Region X (1 2 3 4 5 6 ) (A

A

A

A

A

A

)
Region Y (3 4 5 7) (A

A

A

A

)
Region Z (3 8 9 10 5 7) (A

A

A

A

A

A

)
Region XY (1 2 3 7 5 6) (A

A

A

A

A

A

)
Region Y Z (3 8 9 10 5 4) (A

A

A

A

A

A

)
Region X Z (2 3 8 9 10 5 6 1) (A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

)
Region XY Z (2 3 8 9 10 5 6 1) (A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

)
Table 5: Regions, labels and Q-sentences
1 1
2
1
2
3
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 18: Nodes with scanning directions
Following this process, the regions X and Y in Figure 19
match the results below. The order of node labels is not
maintained in the process.
X = {1 2 3 4 5 6}
Y = {3 7 5 4}
X  Y = {1 2 3 4 5 6 7}
S = {3 4 5}
C = {3 5}
So = {1 2 6 7}
X’= (X  So) = {1 2 6}
Y’= (Y  So) = {7}
X  Y  X'  Y' C = {1 2 6 7 3 5}{1 2 3 7 5 6}
Constraints for a valid circuit combination
The aggregation of two regions results in a new region.
Out of all the combinations, only those regions that satisfy the
validity constraints can then be considered as valid circuits.
There are three validity constraints, as follows:
• There should be, at least, a pair of connection node labels.
• There should be no repetition of node labels.
• There should be, at least, three node labels ( 3).
4 Assessment of qualitative shape
representation
Each qualitative and quantitative method is associated
with unique paradigmatic perspectives that are complemen-
tary to each other. They are used for different purposes. Until
recently, the numeric (quantitative) method for representing
shapes was the most successful because of its precision in the
handling of values and its completeness in representation.
There are, however, situations in design modeling where
exactness and completeness are not of prime importance and
are instead an obstacle to the understanding and classification
of geometric information. The qualitative method, as it is
complementary to the quantitative approach, should be use-
ful in those tasks that are difficult using the quantitative
approach. The qualitative scheme for shape representation is
complementary to those adapted in conventional computer
aided architectural design modeling packages in the follow-
ing aspects:
• Shapes are described not in terms of numbers and coordi-
nates but in qualitative symbols.
• Shape representation aims not for precise and complete
description but for the encapsulation of shape characteris-
tics.
• Shape representation can handle an unclear and ambigu-
ous measure with partial knowledge.
• Shapes are analyzed on the basis of description and recog-
nition of shape features.
• Shape modeling aims at such qualitative evaluations as
comparison, categorization, and qualitative search, rather
than precise visualization.
• Single qualitative shape description represents a range of
shape individuals sharing common shape characteristics.
Hence, the qualitative approach to shape shows unique
methodological distinctions from the quantitative approach.
The qualitative shape representation shows an advantage
over the quantitative shape representation in the following
aspects:
• A single description of a qualitative shape refers to many
descriptions of quantitative shapes in a particular range.
• Qualitative shape descriptions can take several levels of
abstraction by changing the granularity, which means flexi-
bility and economy as well as adaptability for modeling
purposes.
• Qualitative shape descriptions can refer to quantitative
shapes either in the conceptual stage or in the final stage of
designing. The ability to handle shapes in the conceptual
or early stages of designing is a significant advantage over
quantitative methods.
• Qualitative shape descriptions contain data for conceptual
abstractions that facilitate the search for shape semantics
and for building a shape knowledge base.
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